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Abstract

Two design recommendations (digital nudges) for decreasing user churn in mobile apps are presented. We examine commitment and personalization nudges, both of which are linked to the extant literature, in the context of a randomized online experiment with 150 participants. Our experimental study reveals that commitment and personalization cues distinctly affect consumers’ intention to use a mobile app. Moreover, our study demonstrates that personalization amplifies the effect of commitment cues on users’ intention to use a mobile app.
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1 Introduction

User onboarding has received much attention in information systems (IS) research and practice due to its positive influence on IT adoption in highly competitive markets, such as the app economy (Liu et al., 2017; Nielsen, 2013; Renz et al., 2014). User onboarding is the sum of methods and elements that guide new users to become familiar with a digital product and activate them to become fully registered users (Renz et al., 2014). Because less than 25% of mobile app users return to the app after their first use, user onboarding is considered to be the most critical part of the mobile user journey (Grennan, 2016). As a consequence, the need to investigate potential drivers associated with the successful implementation of user onboarding is arising in research and practice. A way to effectively guide users online is to use digital nudges, defined as design interventions that influence user behavior in digital choice environments such as websites or mobile apps (Weinmann et al., 2016). For example, Schneider et al. (2017) showed that digital nudges in the form of communication arguments can be used to nudge users into online verification. More recently, Kretzer and Maedche (2018) demonstrated how digital nudges that exploit social influence effects can be used to steer users toward reusing recommended reports in the context of enterprise recommendation agents. Jung, Erdfelder, et al. (2018), Jung and Weinhardt (2018), and Mirsch et al. (2017) showed that digital nudges can accelerate user decision-making in decision support systems. However, while many digital nudges draw on related psychological effects and theory suggests promising synergistic relationships, prior research has focused on the isolated investigation of separate digital nudges and thus has paid little attention to how related digital nudges interact (e.g., Jung and Weinhardt, 2018). Two digital nudges that are related via self-perception theory (Kressmann et al., 2006), namely, commitment nudges (i.e., users strive to be consistent with previous or reported behavior to avoid cognitive dissonance) and personalization nudges (i.e., users provide personal information that is used to
deliver a targeted user experience), are widely employed in practice and considered to be effective in user activation contexts in general and mobile user onboarding in particular (Noel, 2017). Companies such as AirBnB, Netflix, Hubspot and Duolingo draw on commitment and personalization nudges, e.g., by allowing users to immediately experience core features of their product through deferred account creation. For example, Hubspot reported a 15% increase in retention after implementing user onboarding based on such best practices (Noel, 2018). Despite the fact that commitment and personalization nudges are widely employed in combination, it remains unclear whether they complement or substitute each other. Therefore, we aim to shed light on the individual effects and the interaction effects between commitment and personalization nudges. Taken together, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: What impact do commitment and personalization nudges have on users’ intention to use a mobile app?

RQ2: What impact do commitment and personalization nudges in combination have on users’ intention to use a mobile app?

In this research, we cooperated with a German startup to conduct an online experiment (N = 150) with real user activation decisions. The company’s social habit tracking app helps users achieve healthy behavior changes and was therefore particularly suited for an experiment related to digital nudging. The mobile app had not been released prior to the experiment and hence offered us an opportunity to test onboarding strategies without pre-experimental influences. Our findings reveal an interesting interaction of commitment and personalization nudges so that when both are employed together, personalization amplifies the positive effect of commitment on the likelihood of user activation.

Our study contributes to IS literature in two important ways. First, we investigate how two nudges that are well-established in research on offline contexts perform in a digital environment and explicate how both affect users’ decision making. More broadly, albeit making valuable contributions on the effect of single and isolated digital nudges, our study is among the first to investigate the interplay of different nudges and thereby provides a more nuanced picture on how both can be used in combination. Second, following the call of Mirsch et al. (2017), we derive action and design recommendations for digital nudges, which may help firms to shape better user activation outcomes in the context of the under-researched field of user onboarding.

This work is organized as follows. In the next section, we review prior literature on user onboarding and digital nudges and summarize the theoretical foundation for our research model by drawing on literature on the principles of commitment and consistency as well as personalization. The subsequent section presents our research model and our hypotheses regarding the impact of digital nudges on consumers’ intention to use decisions, including interaction effects. Furthermore, we describe the research methodology used in our experimental study, followed by our data analysis and the results of hypothesis testing. Finally, we discuss our findings, implications and directions for further research.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 User Onboarding and Digital Nudges

User onboarding is defined as the sum of methods and elements guiding new users to become familiar with a digital product and activate them to become fully registered users (Liu et al., 2017; Renz et al., 2014). Extant research to date has investigated how onboarding can improve organizational socialization (i.e., learning and adjustment processes that enable an individual to adopt an organizational role) and digital gamification (i.e., applying gaming elements in non-gaming contexts) (T. N. Bauer and Erdogan, 2011; Liu et al., 2017; Zichermann and Cunningham, 2011).
While there have only been sparse contributions on how user onboarding can be utilized to prevent new users from churning away (Cooper et al., 2007), users’ experience during the first minutes of using a new product are critical to their perceptions about the product’s value. As research has shown, users have a psychological disposition to underestimate the benefits of unfamiliar products (Gourville, 2006). Among practitioners, effective user onboarding is considered to be the most important part of the customer journey due to its potential to reduce user churn by actively guiding users to better understand the value of the product as well as how to capture it (Murphy, 2016; Noel, 2018). Thus, companies deliberately design their user onboarding experience in order to optimize their conversion funnel, win new customers and thereby capture the value they create. In this context, the conversion funnel describes the transformation users undergo when sequentially proceeding through four stages to ultimately complete an online transaction with the firm: from being a non-visitor to becoming a visitor (also called acquisition), to becoming a registered user (also called activation) and, lastly, to becoming a converted customer (also called customer conversion) (Gallo, 2014). Considering the vastly higher cost of user acquisition (i.e., turning non-visitors to visitors), app providers increasingly shift their focus to improving user activation outcomes (i.e., turning visitors to registered users) (Hoban and Bucklin, 2015). In order to actively shape users’ decision to become a registered user, i.e., to nudge users to activate, firms purposefully implement user interface (UI) design elements such as graphic design, specific content, wording or small features.

Because users increasingly make decisions on screens, the concept of nudging is gaining relevance in the digital sphere. This trend is not limited to the decision to use a particular mobile app but ranges from the choice of a travel destination to the right life partner, insurance, or investment (Mirsch et al., 2017). However, due to the vast amount of information available online, individuals often fail to process all the relevant details to reach an optimal choice. Instead, individuals often make decisions on screens in a hasty and automated manner (Benartzi and Lehrer, 2015). In this context, digital nudging, which is defined as the practice of using visual UI elements to influence consumer behavior in digital choice environments, has proven be an effective tool to guide users’ decision making (Weinmann et al., 2016). For example, the usage of pull vs. push mechanisms in requesting information from users may influence their privacy concerns and thereby activation likelihood (Xu et al., 2009). Compared to physical contexts, digital environments provide several advantages for designing nudges: the implementation of digital nudges is easier, faster and cheaper; furthermore, IT provides specific functionalities, such as user tracking, which allows the personalization of nudges presented to users, making them potentially more effective (Weinmann et al., 2016). Most research on nudging has occurred in the offline context, and digital nudging is still fairly young. Yet, Weinmann et al. (2016) allude to the fact that this research stream is likely to converge with design research. Hence, the differential design of user experience journeys, which deals with how to design and sequence parts of a user interaction for a better user experience, may become an additional way to influence user decisions in digital choice environments, beyond the use of visual UI elements (Cyr, 2014; Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). However, as reflected in Mirsch et al. (2017)’s call for further research, little attention has been paid to the design and evaluation of digital nudges. Schneider et al. (2017), who were among the first to investigate digital nudges, showed that digital nudges in the form of communication arguments can be used to nudge users into online verification. More recently, Kretzer and Maedche (2018) demonstrated how digital nudges that exploit social influences can be used to steer users toward reusing recommended reports in the context of enterprise recommendation agents. Huang et al. (2018) investigated the effectiveness of digital nudging for users’ social sharing behavior regarding online platform content. They report that nudging messages with monetary incentives as well as relational and cognitive capital framings lead to an increase in social sharing, while nudging messages with simple requests decrease social sharing, compared to the control group without nudges. Although many nudges draw on related psychological effects, and therefore, theory suggests promising synergistic relationships, prior literature is focused on the isolated investigation of separate digital nudges, and little attention has been paid to how digital nudges interact. Two related digital nudges are commitment (i.e., users strive to be consistent with previous or reported behavior to avoid cognitive dissonance) and
personalization (i.e., users provide personal information that is used to deliver a targeted user experience). Both nudges are widely implemented together in practice and considered to be effective in user activation contexts in general and mobile user onboarding in particular (Balboni, 2016). For instance, companies such as Airbnb, Slack, Netflix and Duolingo draw on commitment and personalization nudges, e.g., by allowing users to immediately experience core features of their products through deferred account creation. Although there have been substantial contributions on the effect of commitment nudges in offline contexts, little attention has been paid to the design and evaluation of those nudges in the context of IS adoption in general and mobile devices in particular (Mirsch et al., 2017). Personalization has been studied for its interdisciplinary characteristics in various academic fields, such as economics, management, marketing, information systems, and computer science, and has proven to be an effective strategy to improve user activation on websites (Kwon and Kim, 2012). Tam and Ho (2006) found consumers to be receptive to personalized content and find it useful as a decision aid. Therefore, we recommend evaluating the effectiveness of personalized content in the user onboarding experience, which aims to help new users become familiar with a digital product. Most importantly, it remains unclear whether commitment and personalization nudges complement or substitute each other. The underlying psychological effects, personalization and commitment-consistency, are related via self-perception theory. For instance, by providing personal information, users may perceive themselves as co-creators of the user experience and hence be more committed to using a mobile app (Schlosser et al., 2006; Surprenant and Solomon, 1987). Theoretically, this coherence of commitment and personalization nudges suggests promising yet unexplored synergies. From a practical perspective, understanding the potential interaction between both nudges is critical because personalization and commitment nudges are often employed together. Against this backdrop, we focus on how commitment and personalization nudges, which are ubiquitously applied both alone and in combination, can be designed and evaluated in order to actively shape activation outcomes in mobile user onboarding journeys.

2.2 Commitment

Commitment is defined as a state of mind that holds people in a line of behavior (Newman and Sabherwal, 1996; Staw et al., 1981). The underlying rationale is a desire for consistency within one’s attitudes, beliefs, and actions, which has been unveiled as a central motivator of human conduct in numerous studies (Festinger, 1957; Heider, 2013; Newcomb, 1953). After studying six technology-mediated persuasion strategies, Orji et al. (2015) found commitment to be the most persuasive. Practitioners leverage the principles of commitment and consistency in their user onboarding experiences, where it is essential to persuade users of the value the product can generate for them. According to Noel (2017), user commitment is a fundamental pattern in the user onboarding best practices applied in successful digital products such as Netflix, Slack and Duolingo. Language-learning app Duolingo, for example, draws on deferred account creation and drives users to commit to a specific language and learning goal. Before even signing up, users can then complete their first mini-lesson and immediately experience how the core product features look and feel.

According to Cialdini (2001), commitment-consistency theory provides a comprehensive overview of the phenomenon of influence through small commitments. As a compliance technique, small commitments can be used effectively by convincing subjects to perform a seemingly insignificant task to which they are likely to agree without giving it much thought. Once subjects agree to perform a small task, they also end up agreeing to the next bigger task in order to remain consistent in their behavior. People’s need to be consistent is driven by a variety of related underlying processes (Burger 1999). The process most commonly used to explain why commitment-consistency theory works is drawn from self-perception theory (Bem, 1972). Following this rationale, individuals generally hold only weak attitudes and use self-observation of their behavior to infer their attitudes. Thus, in complying with an initial request, people infer that they must feel favorably about the issue and are more likely to comply with related future requests as a result of this inference. In particular, previous commitments, e.g., through an action or statement,
shape users’ self-perception (i.e., beliefs about their own identities, values, lifestyles, preferences, and habits) (Kressmann et al., 2006). Thus, a need for self-consistency motivates people to behave in ways consistent with how they see themselves. In particular, previous marketing research has found strong empirical evidence that users’ need for self-consistency motivates purchase behavior (Erickson and Srigy, 1989; Malhotra, 1981; Mangleburg et al., 1998; Sirgy and Coskun Samli, 1985). To understand why commitment is such a powerful motivator, it is also important to recognize that in most circumstances, consistency is socially valued. High consistency is normally associated with personal and intellectual strength Cialdini and Garde (1987). Therefore, individuals have a strong desire to appear and be consistent in their behaviors. Thus, performing a behavior pressures them to perform future behaviors that are consistent with the initial behavior.

The success of commitment nudges in computer-mediated contexts suggests that nudges could potentially be used to influence user behavior in the early stages of the user journey (Aggarwal et al., 2007). Given that the decision processes underlying the commitment-consistency effect have already been extensively examined, we focus instead on the effectiveness of this theory for influencing usage intentions in the context of digital user journeys. Thereby, we seek to shed light on how commitment nudges can be employed to improve user activation outcomes and to derive corresponding design recommendations for design-oriented researchers and practitioners alike.

2.3 Personalization

Personalization is defined as using a user’s information to deliver targeted solutions to that user (Peppers and Rogers, 1997). Firms draw on personalization strategies to tailor offers and information services for users’ specific needs (Cox III et al., 1974; Petrison et al., 1997). Information and communication technologies reduce the effort required to employ personalization strategies in order to deliver customized solutions (Thorbjørnsen et al., 2002).

Research on personalization has focused predominantly on three aspects. The first include the implementation aspects of personalization that deal with how information can be ascertained about users (i.e., explicit or implicit collection) and how to employ this information to tailor communications and offerings (Dahan and Hauser, 2002; Mobasher et al., 2000; Montgomery and Smith, 2009; Rossi et al., 1996). The literature differs in terms of three forms of personalization, namely, transaction-, context-, and user-driven personalization (Wessel and Thies 2015). Transaction-driven personalization draws on previous transactions to derive personalized suggestions for users. Context-driven personalization refers to dynamic content selection based on live clickstream data. User-driven personalization refers to mechanisms that allow users to explicitly customize their experiences. The literature has shown that explicit personalization is not only as representative of users’ preferences as implicit personalization (i.e., context- and transaction-driven) but also makes users feel more invested, by making them co-creators of value (Schlosser et al., 2006; Surprent and Solomon, 1987). Second, the literature has unveiled the positive impact of personalization on cognitive or affective user reactions, such as perceived usefulness, user satisfaction (Liang et al., 2009), information processing (e.g., Tam and Ho, 2006), and stickiness to a website (e.g., Benlian, 2015; Thies et al., 2016). Third, the literature has dealt with the underlying psychological mechanisms of personalization. Among this stream of research, personalization has been highlighted as a strategy to decrease information overload and thereby create greater goal-specificity (Liang et al., 2009; Tam and Ho, 2006). Thereby, personalization enables app providers to guide users to the information they are seeking. Although personalization has been extensively researched in many contexts, few researchers have addressed the problem of how personalization may drive better activation outcomes in the context of digital user journeys. Benlian (2015) is among the first to examine how personalization affects website stickiness. Therefore, our study aims to shed light on how personalizing user onboarding journeys affects consumers’ usage intention.
3 Research Model and Hypothesis Development

As depicted in Figure 1, our research model investigates the (main and direct) effects of commitment and personalization on intention to use (H1/H2), as well as the role of personalization in moderating the effect of commitment on intention to use (H3).

![Figure 1: Research model](image)

3.1 The Effect of Commitment on Intention to Use

By obtaining small, active commitments from users during their onboarding experience, firms try to trigger consistent behavior when users make decisions about whether to use the firms’ products. The mechanics underlying this commitment-consistency phenomenon are described by the theory of self-perception (Bem, 1972). According to this theory, individuals use self-observation of their behavior as a heuristic for inferring their attitudes. That is, on complying with an initial request, people infer that they feel favorably about the issue and are more likely to comply with related future requests as a result of this inference (Aggarwal et al., 2007). Moreover, because consistency is valued in society, they have a strong desire to appear and be consistent in their behaviors (Cialdini, 2001). Thus, performing a behavior pressures consumers to perform future behaviors that are consistent with the initial behavior (Vaidyanathan and Aggarwal, 2005). In sum, self-perception, i.e., beliefs about their own identities, values, lifestyles, preferences, and habits are formed by previous actions, and they drive consumers’ need for consistent behavior in the future. In line with this theory, we put forward that embedding commitment nudges in the user journey of mobile apps affects users’ self-image enough to trigger a desire for consistent behavior. In the context of information processing, commitment through previous actions or statements has been found to trigger consistent behavior, particularly when users’ product involvement is low (Aggarwal et al., 2007). In these situations, users may act first and then form their beliefs and attitudes based on their action (Clow, 2004). In other words, when the consequences of making a mistake are relatively low, users may readily agree to statements in support of a particular topic. Once they have acted, they will use their observation of these actions to infer that they have a favorable attitude towards that cause, which in turn affects their future behavior regarding a product linked to that topic. Because users’ product involvement is typically low in the early stages of the user journey, we put forward that self-perception drives users’ need for consistent behavior, especially in the user onboarding experience. On this basis, we argue that by obtaining a small, active commitment that alters users’ self-image such that it triggers a desire for consistent behavior during the user’s onboarding journey, users’ intention to use a mobile app will increase. Accordingly, we hypothesize that

**H1:** Users will have a higher intention to use a mobile app after undergoing an onboarding experience with commitment nudges compared to an onboarding experience without commitment nudges.

3.2 The Effect of Personalization on Intention to Use

App providers often draw on personalization nudges to increase their information system’s value for an individual user by customizing it to the user’s personal needs. Personalization has been found to affect
cognitive processes and may be used to shape consumers’ decision making (Greer and Murtaza, 2003; Shalley, 1991). These cognitive processes are stimulated by suggesting to users that they are addressed with benevolence when personalization is employed, which is a great motivator for intention to use (McAdams and J. J. Bauer, 2004). In particular, explicit (i.e., user-driven) personalization as opposed to implicit (i.e., transaction- and context-driven) personalization makes users feel more invested because when they actively provide their personal information, they become co-creators of value (Schlosser et al., 2006). The provision of personal information further leads users to perceive greater goal specificity (i.e., the degree to which the target of a goal is defined) and hence augments their motivation to continue using the app. Thus, we posit that the usage of personalization nudges within the context of the onboarding experience of mobile apps increases consumers’ intention to use. The argument is that personalizing the onboarding experience leads users to feel more invested in a mobile app because they are likely to perceive themselves as co-creators of value (Schlosser et al., 2006; Surprenant and Solomon, 1987). This investment, in turn, increases goal specificity for users and makes them perceive greater motivation to continue using the app. Thus, we suggest that personalization nudges increase consumers’ intention to use. Based on the preceding argumentation, we derive the following hypothesis:

**H2:** Users will have a higher intention to use a mobile app after undergoing an onboarding experience with personalization compared to an onboarding experience without personalization.

4 Research Methodology

4.1 Experimental Design and Treatments

We cooperated with a nascent German startup to conduct a randomized online experiment. The startup provides a social habit tracking app in which users can track their progress when pursuing a goal together. Consistent with previous research on sampling strategies (e.g., Keith et al., 2013), we acquired subjects through email campaigns and social media groups and randomly assigned them to our treatments (Jung, Erdfelder, et al., 2018). Subjects were motivated to participate in exchange for a small fee of €2. The experiment was conducted over the course of two weeks. Subjects participated with their own mobile devices to increase ecological validity. We employed a 2 (commitment: presence vs. absence) x 2 (personalization: presence vs. absence) between-subjects, full-factorial design. All treatments of commitment were combined with the personalization treatments on the main campaign landing page, resulting in a total of four experimental conditions (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Experimental procedure and conditions](image)

The experiment proceeded in the following manner: First, participants were introduced to how the app helps to cultivate habits. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. Second, subjects in a commitment condition were asked to either commit to a first mini-challenge (drink a glass of water after waking up three days in a row) by clicking on a button labeled "I accept the challenge" or refuse and press a button labeled "I'd rather not" (see Figure 3). Participants in a non-commitment condition simply passed through to the next screen. For our analysis, we considered only the participants
that accepted the mini-challenge. Third, depending on the experimental condition to which a subject was assigned, participants in a personalized condition could choose between three presented goals that they wanted to pursue, while in a non-personalization condition, they had no options to specify their goal (see Figure 4). Fourth, all participants were presented a screen that showed hyperlinks for the most popular app stores (i.e., Apple App Store and Google Play Store), as it is common practice to guide users to install an app. They also had the choice to opt out via a third button, which recorded our dependent binary variable "intention to use". Hereafter, a post-experimental questionnaire captured participants’ responses to questions measuring perceived usefulness, control variables, manipulation checks, and several other variables (see Variables Measured and Measurement Validation). Finally, participants were debriefed and thanked for their participation at the end of the survey.

4.2 Measured Variables and Measurement Validation

We recorded our dichotomous dependent variable, intention to use, in line with Ramaseshan and Stein (2014) based on actual intentional behavior collected via a clickstream analysis. Therefore, we presented subjects two options on a designated page. They could either choose to install the app by clicking on a button to continue to their operating app store (as is common practice among practitioners) or refuse to install the app by clicking on a button that was labeled "No thanks, proceed". After clicking either option, the subjects’ choices were captured, and they were redirected to the post-experimental questionnaire. Then, we recorded several control variables that have been identified as the most salient drivers of behavioral intention in prior literature (i.e., perceived disorientation, personal innovativeness, education, and gender). Perceived disorientation was measured using three items adapted from Webster and Ahuja (2006) on a 7-point scale ranging from (1) never to (7) always. Further, we adopted three items from Agarwal and Prasad (1998) to record personal innovativeness, measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree. Lastly, we recorded participants’ highest education level and gender.

We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) revealing that all scales exhibited satisfactory levels of convergent validity, and each scale’s average variance extracted exceeded multiple squared correlations indicating that all discriminant validity requirements were met (see Table 1) (Awad and Krishnan, 2006; Fornell and Larcker, 1981). In addition to that, we recorded perceived personalization ("Junto delivers a
personalized onboarding experience by asking me for my personal preferences”) and commitment (“I am strongly committed to tracking how often I drink water each day in Junto”) as manipulation checks on a 7-point Likert scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Items (7-point scales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal Innovativeness</strong></td>
<td>Among my peers, I am usually the first to try out new online platforms or web services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I have confidence in my ability to solve problems creatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel that I am good at generating novel ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived Disorientation</strong></td>
<td>While I was in the onboarding process, I felt lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>While I was in the onboarding process, I did not know how to get to my desired location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>While I was in the onboarding process, I felt disoriented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CA = Cronbach’s Alpha; CR = Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted

Table 1: Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Core Variables

## 5 Results

### 5.1 Sample Description, Controls and Manipulation Checks

Of 1,000 potential subjects, 178 accepted our invitation (18% response rate). We eliminated 21 incomplete surveys. Additionally, 7 subjects failed to complete our attention questions. As a result, we had a sample size of 150 subjects, of which 69% were males with an average age of 32, ranging from 17 to 52 (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>StD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intention to Use (in %)</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dependent Variable**

**Controls & Mediators**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controls &amp; Mediators</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>StD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Disorientation</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Innovativeness</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male in %)</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Descriptive statistics

In order to confirm the randomized assignment of our participants to the experimental conditions, we conducted several one-way ANOVAs. We found no statistically significant difference in perceived disorientation ($F=1.030; p > 0.05$), gender ($F=1.303; p > 0.05$), education ($F=0.460; p > 0.05$), and personal innovativeness ($F=1.408; p > 0.05$) between all experimental groups, which confirmed that the randomization was successful. Based on a clickstream analysis, we were able to verify when users triggered an installment button that recorded our binary dependent variable (intention to use).

The manipulation check results indicated that subjects in personalization conditions ($M=5.28; SD=1.221$) rated perceived personalization to be significantly higher than those in conditions with no personalization ($M=4.58; SD=1.608; F(1,149)=18.549; p < 0.01$). Additionally, participants in commitment conditions
rated the commitment \((M=5.37; SD=1.306)\) to be consistently higher than in conditions without commitment \((M=4.54; SD=1.532; F(1,149)=10.155; p < 0.01)\).

### 5.2 Main Effect Analysis for Commitment and Personalization

We conducted a three-stage hierarchical logistic regression on our dependent variable, intention to use, to test H1 and H2. In the first stage, we entered all control variables. Subsequently, we added our independent variables – commitment and personalization – in the second stage. Lastly, we added the interaction term of commitment and personalization in the third stage. To analyze our model’s significance, we computed Nagelkerke’s \(R^2\) and \(\chi^2\)-Statistics for all stages. Our results demonstrated statistically significant positive effects of commitment \((p < 0.001)\) and personalization \((p < 0.01)\) on users’ intention to use (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coeff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.253</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>-3.393**</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>-3.457**</td>
<td>1.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.191***</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>1.249*</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.416**</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.941*</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Disorientation</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Innovativeness</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke’s (R^2)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-Likelihood</td>
<td>198.551</td>
<td></td>
<td>157.337</td>
<td></td>
<td>152.981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnibus-Tests</td>
<td>1.619</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.833</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: N = 150; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; SE = Standard Error*

Table 3: Main Effect Analysis

In support of hypotheses H1 and H2, the logistical regression demonstrated a statistically significant main effect for commitment \((b = 2.191; \text{Wald statistic (1)} = 24.963; p < 0.001)\) and personalization \((b = 1.416; \text{Wald statistic (1)} = 10.844; p < 0.01)\). Furthermore, our results demonstrated a statistically significant positive interaction effect of commitment and personalization on intention to use \((b = 1.941; \text{Wald statistic (1)} = 4.024; p < 0.05)\), indicating support for H3. We will examine the interaction effect of commitment and personalization in the following section.

### 5.3 Interaction Effect Analysis for Personalization and Commitment

In H3, we suggested that personalization will moderate the effect of commitment on intention to use. In the previous section, we observed a preliminary indication of an interaction between commitment and personalization. Thus, to facilitate the interpretation of the moderated effect, we conducted a simple slope analysis (Aiken et al., 1991). Additionally, we tested how personalization moderates the effect of commitment on intention to use by conducting a bootstrap moderation analysis with 10,000 samples and a 95% bias-corrected confidence interval (Hayes, 2017).

As shown in Figure 5, the effect of commitment on intention to use in absence of personalization is higher \((39.82\%)\) than the effect of personalization on intention to use in absence of commitment \((30.07\%)\). On
the other hand, the separate effects are each outperformed when both treatments are employed together (91.26%).

As our main effect analysis indicated, our main effects of commitment and personalization on intention to use were qualified by a significant two-way interaction ($b = 1.941$, standard error = 0.967; $p < 0.05$). Moreover, the results of our moderation analysis demonstrate that the effect of commitment on intention to use is moderated by personalization such that the effect is amplified when personalization is present ($effect = 3.1895$, standard error = 0.7333, 95% bias-corrected confidence interval (CI) = $[1.7522, 4.6269]$) compared to when personalization is absent ($effect = 1.2489$, standard error = 0.6204, 95% bias-corrected confidence interval (CI) = $[0.0330, 2.4648]$).

6 Discussion

The app economy has experienced dramatic growth over the past decade. As a result, users are deluged with offers and information, which has led to increased churn rates. Therefore, app providers attach great importance to their user onboarding strategy in order to actively guide users to recognize their products’ value as well as how to capture it. This study illuminates how firms can apply digital nudges in the user onboarding experience to positively affect users’ intention to use a product and thereby actively shape user activation outcomes. In particular, we analyzed how commitment and personalization nudges employed in the user onboarding experience of a mobile app affect users’ intention to use the app.

Our results support the premise that embedding commitment and personalization nudges in the user onboarding experience positively influence users’ intention to use a mobile app. In particular, we found that obtaining small, active commitments during user onboarding triggers a consistent decision about their intention to use. The underlying reasoning is that users strive to be consistent with a previous commitment, formed by a behavior that slightly alters their self-perception, to avoid cognitive dissonance. User-driven personalization nudges, on the other hand, make users feel more invested in the app as they perceive themselves as co-creators of value and thus affects their intention to use the app because they actively generate higher goal specificity. Furthermore, we explicated that the effect of commitment on intention to use is moderated by personalization so that when personalization is present, it amplifies the effect of commitment on intention to use. The underlying rationale is that users experience intrinsic motivation when they become co-creators of value by providing their personal information. Additionally, when commitment nudges are combined with explicit personalization, consumers feel a greater benevolence and are more likely to be invested in the product.

Thus, our study has two important theoretical contributions to IS research: First, extending prior contributions on how single and isolated digital nudges affect user behavior (Mirsch et al., 2017; Weinmann et al., 2016), our study is among the first to investigate the interplay of multiple digital nudges. Our results
demonstrate that the joint effect of commitment and personalization nudges is much more effective in increasing the intention to use compared to both effects separately. Hence, extending the literature on personalization and commitment, our study gives a much more detailed picture of how digital nudges can be combined and thus lead to better activation outcomes in the nascent context of user onboarding (Benlian, 2015; Cialdini, 2001). Second, we empirically evaluated the effectiveness of two digital nudges, namely, personalization and commitment, in the context of the under-researched field of user onboarding by drawing on a randomized online experiment with real users’ intention to use (Liu et al., 2017). Thus, we demonstrated how digital nudges can be used in user onboarding to shape better activation outcomes. Thereby, Mirsch et al. (2017)’s call, our study contributes to IS research by giving actionable and design-oriented insights on digital nudges.

Beyond these theoretical contributions, this study provides valuable insights for app providers in the form of two actionable strategies to increase users’ intention to use. We demonstrated how commitment and personalization nudges can be used and designed to drive better activation outcomes during user onboarding. In particular, we showed that obtaining a small, active commitment during the user onboarding experience significantly increases users’ intention to use a mobile app. By employing personalization tactics during the user onboarding experience, app providers can draw on personal information to tailor their information and offers to user needs and thereby actively guide users to recognize the apps’ value, as well as how to capture it. Most importantly, we shed light on the interaction effect of personalization and commitment nudges and showed that combining both nudges, e.g., allowing users to commit to personal goals for using the product during the onboarding experience, promises even higher activation outcomes.

7 Limitations, Future Research and Conclusion

Our findings should be interpreted in view of three noteworthy limitations. First, although we recorded actual intention to use behavior, we were unable to provide insights about actual usage behavior. Thus, we recommend that scholars complement our findings by studying the impact of commitment and personalization strategies on actual usage behavior in an empirical investigation. This avenue promises sound findings about how firms may use commitment and personalization to actively shape activation outcomes. Second, we explicated how commitment tactics in user onboarding may be used to drive intentional behavior. However, our results indicate that commitment nudges need to be employed carefully and should always be kept within a realistic margin. Thus, we encourage future studies to examine the threshold of how much commitment can be demanded from users before the effect changes. Third, future studies should investigate how our findings translate to other app contexts. While our findings show that user onboarding is effective in guiding new and unaware users to a mobile app’s value in the context of a habit-cultivating app, future research could corroborate our findings in different mobile app contexts. Further, it appears promising to consider different user characteristics in the implicit personalization of the user onboarding experience. The results may allow for tailoring digital nudges to individual users based on their characteristics and current usage context. Lastly, design-oriented researchers could investigate other digital nudges, such as social proof, saliency or reciprocity, including their interaction effect with commitment and personalization nudges.

In summary, our study illuminates the effect of commitment and personalization nudges in mobile user onboarding experiences in order to improve user activation outcomes. The results of this research may be beneficial for design-oriented researchers as well as organizations considering the use of commitment and personalization nudges in their user onboarding. We hope that it provides an impetus for future research on user onboarding that may be applied by practitioners designing mobile user onboarding experiences.
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